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ABSTRACT In this paper, we explore a real-time automation challenge: the problem of focused extraction of
Social Media users. This challenge can be seen as a special form of focused crawling where the main target
is to detect users with certain patterns. Given a specific user profile, the task consists of rapidly ingesting
Social Media data and early detecting target users. This is a real-time intelligent automation task that has
numerous applications in domains such as safety, health or marketing. The volume and dynamics of Social
Media contents demand efficient real-time solutions able to predict which users are worth to explore. Tomeet
this aim, we propose and evaluate several methods that effectively allow us to harvest relevant users. Even
with little contextual information (e.g., a single user submission), our methods quickly focus on the most
promising users. We also developed a distributed microservice architecture that supports real-time parallel
extraction of Social Media users. This modular architecture scales up in clusters of computers and it can be
easily adapted for user extraction in multiple domains and Social Media sources. Our experiments suggest
that some of the proposed prioritisation methods, which work with minimal user context, are effective at
rapidly focusing on the most relevant users. These methods perform satisfactorily with huge volumes of users
and interactions and lead to harvest ratios 2 to 9 times higher than those achieved by random prioritisation.

INDEX TERMS Big data, distributed systems, focused user extraction, supervised learning, information
retrieval, real-time processing, social media.

I. INTRODUCTION
Focused Crawling techniques are oriented to extracting web
pages that satisfy a given property or topic of interest. This
is typically supported by supervised learning technology
(e.g., text classifiers) that help to decide what links are
worth to explore. Nowadays, it is feasible to run crawling
tools that efficiently extract on topic contents from massive
repositories such as the web or certain Social Media (SM)
sources. Focused Crawling was first introduced in [1] and
coined in [2]. It has been intensely discussed in the literature
[3], [4] and it plays a fundamental role, for example, in build-
ing vertical search engines [5]. Nevertheless, to the best of
our knowledge, the real-time extraction of SM users that are
relevant to a target topic has received little attention. In this
paper, we make a first attempt to fill this gap. Many studies
in the literature have proposed different alternatives to crawl
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or extract SM contents. However, the notion of user is often
ignored and most existing methods do not try to anticipate
which users are worth to explore. We claim that we need
real-time technology that rapidly ingests SM contents and,
given little context (e.g., the last user’s SM submission),
moves quickly towards relevant users.We envisage intelligent
forms of user crawling that aggregate the history of the target
users with little delay and do not overload the system with
users that are likely non-relevant. As reported in our Related
Work section, some user-oriented SM methods exist but they
are oriented to extract samples of users (rather than massively
analysing the entire SM site in real-time) or do not implement
any form of user prioritisation.

Given a certain SMplatform, we formally define the task of
Focused User Extraction (FUE) and investigate the efficiency
and effectiveness issues involved in extracting target users.
FUE has important applications in numerous domains. The
rapid growth of SM platforms and their content production
dynamics demand Big Data solutions able to (1) efficiently
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ingest contents in real-time, (2) quickly react to changes, and
(3) intelligently anticipate which users are worth to explore.

This task requires methods able to perform user extraction
from large repositories of SM data. By smartly prioritis-
ing SM users who are of potential interest, we can early
identify target individuals and, thus, support a number of
risk assessment tasks such as grooming detection, criminal
recruitment or early identification of psychological problems.
This requires not only large-scale technologies but also smart
predictive components that continuously rank users based on
real-time evidence (e.g., last SM post).

In popular SM sources, we constantly obtain new pieces
of evidence. Each new SM post is typically short and gives
only a partial description and context of the author of the post.
The user crawling process needs to evaluate this real-time
evidence and, for example, decide whether or not to crawl
the entire user history. This prediction task resembles when
focused web crawlers see a link to a new page and have to
decide whether or not to download the linked page. However,
in FUE, the full exploration of a given user often requires tens
or hundreds of requests to the SM servers and, thus, effective
prioritisation of users becomes crucial.

Taking only into account the partial user context allows us
to optimise the existing resources and extract the maximum
number of relevant users per unit of time. In this paper,
we propose several user prioritisation methods that guide this
exploration process andwe studywhich of thesemethods lead
to high-speed FUE.

In order to extract and process huge amounts of data in real
time, it is necessary to design and implement an adequate
architecture that can scale up horizontally in a cluster of
computers. In this regard, we contribute here by developing
an adaptable distributed crawling architecture based on Cate-
nae1 [10]–[12], Kafka [13] and Docker [14]. The architecture
was developed to support FUE but it can be easily adapted to
other scenarios such as real-time query-based filtering, topic
extraction or summarisation.

Summing up, the paper describes the practical application
of user prioritisation methods in real-time intelligent extrac-
tion of SM users. The main contributions of this paper are:
• A formal definition of the Focused User Extrac-
tion (FUE) task and a systematic analysis of the main
effectiveness and efficiency issues involved.

• Several heuristic-based methods that consistently
increase the harvest ratio of target users and a com-
prehensive study of their relative importance under
real-time SM experiments. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study that analyses the ability of a set of
user-related variables in user crawling prioritisation.

• A modular SM crawler that performs real-time extrac-
tion and exploration of SM communities and user pro-
files. An experimental evaluation performed on Reddit
demonstrates the real-time processing capabilities of
the crawler. The competing methods are benchmarked

1https://github.com/catenae

against each other under real-time experiments where
the methods run in parallel. In this way, the relative
benefits of each prioritisation method are not affected
by seasonal factors.

• A Docker-based distributed architecture that can be eas-
ily deployed and scales by increasing the number of
instances of each module in a cluster of computers (pub-
licly available2 under a Free Software license).

The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the
methodology followed by our crawler to extract SM contents
and rank users following different strategies. Section III dis-
cusses the architecture of the system, its modules, connec-
tions and the scalability of the proposed solution. Sections IV
andV illustrate how different user extractionmethods run and
evolve under real-time experiments. In Section VI the adapt-
ability of our approach to other Social Media is discussed.
Section VII discusses related work and, finally, Section VII
contains the main conclusions of this study.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. FOCUSED USER EXTRACTION
Given a profile of interest that defines target users (target user
profile), the relevance of each newly detected user has to be
estimated. If possible, this needs to be done using minimal
contextual information. For example, crawling the entire his-
tory of user posts, even if possible, introduces a significant
overhead on the user crawling process. And many of those
users might be non-relevant. An effective user crawler must
process light volumes of user data (e.g., last post) and only
make a full extraction of user’s data for those users that seem
to be on-target. This represents a two-stage process in which
SM web pages are constantly explored to extract candidate
usernames (e.g., from web pages with the newest threads
of user posts) and the user crawler process predicts which
candidate users are worth to explore (i.e., which users are
fully explored).

The target user profile can be represented with a driving
query or with a set of examples (users who fulfil the target
profile andwhich can be used to build a user classifier). Given
a Social Media platform, the aim of the task is to extract
as many target users per unit of time as possible. Effective
algorithms that solve this problem should somehow prioritise
those users that are presumably on target and optimise the use
of available resources.

There are two main useful metrics to evaluate the perfor-
mance of this task. First, the harvest ratio (HR), or precision,
as the number of relevant users extracted divided by the total
number of extracted users. A user is deemed as relevant if it is
cataloged as so with high confidence by a reference classifier.
This reference classifier represents the target profile of users.
This means that the entire user profile –concatenation of all
their posts–, when passed to the classifier, exceeds a certain
threshold of the classifier (prediction probability higher than
0.9 in the case of the logistic regression classifier). A second

2https://github.com/blind-sniper
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performance metric is the extraction speed expressed as the
number of extracted users per unit of time.

There is a huge number of active users on Social Media.
In realistic scenarios, where hardware is limited, extracting
and processing everything would be unfeasible due to the
massive volume of contents produced in real-time. Further-
more, there are usually some access restrictions imposed
by the source (e.g., robots.txt constraints). As a con-
sequence, lightweight exploration needs to be performed in
order to extract SM users. A crucial issue is how to estimate
user’s relevance from the little context available. Note also
that, even if we have extensive hardware resources and com-
putational power at our disposal, a random or arbitrary explo-
ration of SM users is not pertinent. Such näive extraction
of users slows down the identification of relevant users and,
thus, cannot support the early identification of target users.

Typically, when exploring a Social Media site looking for
new users, candidate usernames can be found on pages that
list users’ descriptions or on pages that contain a thread of
user’s posts (e.g., the entry page of a given user commu-
nity or forum). The available posts often include a title or
description, possibly a snippet, information about the author
and other relevant social properties (such as the number of
replies, votes, etc.). These types of listings serve as seed pages
for extracting candidate users. Among the available evidence
that can be used to guide the crawler, we have elements such
as the title or the text of the last user’s post, the date and
time of publication, the number of comments, the score or the
number of times a post has been liked, the number of times the
post has been shared or re-posted, etc. In this paper, we study
which of the available pieces of evidence are predictive of
relevance in order to guide the crawling process.

B. FOCUSED USER EXTRACTION ON REDDIT
Reddit is a Web platform where users submit content (posts)
such as text, images or links and other users can comment
and vote for or against them. Comments, at the same time,
can also be commented and voted. The platform is subdivided
into communities (subreddits) focused on specific topics. It is
currently ranked in Alexa [15] as the 7th website with more
traffic in the United States and 19th globally. The number of
average daily active users is higher than 52 million, and there
are more than 100,000 active communities [16].

We have chosen Reddit as our reference platform for exper-
imenting with FUE algorithms. This decision was based on
several criteria. First, it is one of the three largest Social
Media platforms with increasing popularity. Second, the
diversity of users and communities make Reddit a perfect
place for user mining. Third, its terms of service state their
open philosophy and willingness to support external applica-
tions or services connected to Reddit. This allows us to easily
conduct crawling research on this platform. Furthermore, the
lessons learned from our study can be potentially transferred
to other social networks.

The crawling process is composed of two main steps. First,
the crawler has to choose the next subreddit from which

to explore the latest posts and comments. This subreddit
exploration step constantly detects new usernames that are
candidates to be fully explored. The second step consists of
ranking the candidate users based on the available evidence.
To meet this aim, a user ranking is built (using a number of
user prioritisation methods) and the top user is selected and
fully explored (all his/her submissions are collected).

The first stage (subreddit exploration) works with a sub-
reddit frontier that stores the subreddit names that have been
found so far. Initially, the main frontpage of Reddit is used
as a seed to extract some subreddit names that are stored in
the frontier. This frontier grows during the crawling process
(any web page retrieved from Reddit potentially contains
references to unseen subreddits) and the selection of the next
subreddit is done randomly from the subreddits available in
the frontier.

The second stage consists of choosing the next user to be
analysed in depth. When exploring subreddits, new users are
discovered and ranked according to different methods (see
below). After a user is fully explored (all his/her submissions
are retrieved), he/she is marked as processed on the list of
known users and, thus, he/she will not be processed again.

Algorithm 1 describes our focused user crawler in pseu-
docode. There are four main procedures. First, during the
Initialisation, the Reddit’s front page is downloaded. This
page is a list of the most recent posts on the platform from any
subreddit. The names of the subreddits are collected and used
as seeds. In addition, the features of the posts (for example,
title or number of comments) are extracted. These features are
used to update the ranking of candidate users (according to
different methods, as we will explain below). After obtaining
the seeds, three tasks are launched in parallel:

• Community Exploration. A subreddit is picked at ran-
dom from the list of known communities. The front page
of the selected subreddit is visited, extracting the latest
posts and their features. The user ranking is updated by
aggregating the new features with the existing ones.

• User Extraction. The top user from the user ranking is
selected. All the available submissions and comments
posted by this user are extracted from the SM platform.
Note that this requires several calls to Reddit and, thus,
the focused user crawler aims at extracting only those
users who are likely relevant.

• Evaluation. All the extracted users are queued to evalu-
ate their relevance. To meet this aim, we employ a user
classifier. This classification tool analyses the full user
information and determines whether or not the user is
on-topic. In this way, this evaluation component assesses
whether or not the extraction of the entire user history
was worthwhile. This evaluation strategy follows [2],
[17], where the relevance of the extracted pages is eval-
uated with a classifier. The main reason to estimate rele-
vance in this way is that there are practical impediments
to perform a manual analysis of thousands of texts from
hundreds of thousands of users.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-Code of the Focused User Crawler for Reddit
1: procedure Initialisation
2: if length of subreddit_list == 0 then
3: html_code = load_url(′′https://reddit.com/r/all/new/′′)
4: subreddits = extract_subreddits(html_code)
5: for each subreddit in subreddits do
6: if subreddit not in subreddit_frontier then
7: subreddit_frontier .add(subreddit)
8: posts_features = extract_posts_features(html_code)
9: for each post_features in posts_features do

10: users_ranking.update_user_features(post_features)
11: do in parallel
12: Community Exploration()
13: User Extraction()
14: Evaluation()
15:

16: procedure Community Exploration
17: while true do
18: selected_subreddit = pick_at_random(subreddit_frontier)
19: html_code = load_url(′′https://reddit.com/r/′′ + selected_subreddit + ′′/new/′′)
20: posts_features = extract_posts_features(html_code)
21: for each post_feature in posts_features do
22: users_ranking.update_user_features(post_features)
23:

24: procedure User Extraction
25: while true do
26: selected_user = users_ranking.get_first_user()
27: html_code = load_url(′′https://reddit.com/user/′′ + selected_user)
28: user_posts = extract_posts(html_code)
29: for each user_post in user_posts do
30: subreddit_frontier .add(user_post[′′subreddit ′′])
31: users_posts_to_evaluate.add(user_posts)
32:

33: procedure Evaluation
34: while true do
35: user_posts = users_posts_to_evaluate.get_first()
36: probability = classification_model.predict(user_posts)
37: if probability > THRESHOLD then
38: positive_users.add(user_posts)
39: else
40: negative_users.add(user_posts)

We now make a brief discussion on the computational
complexity involved in the procedures described above:
• Community Exploration: The community exploration
procedure is quite lightweight. For each subreddit, it gets
the subreddit’s page of new contents, extracts some
metadata from the available posts and updates some
user’s features. The time complexity of this procedure
is O(s), where s is the number of communities or sub-
reddits. With proper data storage structures, the cost of
choosing a random subreddit from the subreddit frontier
(line 18) and updating user’s features (lines 21-22) do
not add further complexity to the process.

• User Extraction: The computational load of the user
extraction procedure grows linearly with the number of
users and, for each user, the user’s posts available at the
user’s frontpage need to be crawled and added to the
corresponding data structures. This means that the time
complexity of this procedure is O(u · pavg), where u is
the number of users and pavg is themean number of posts
published in the user’s frontpage. Observe that, having
proper data storage structures, the costs of extracting
the next user from the available list of users (line 26),
incorporating the post’s subreddit to the subreddit fron-
tier (line 30), and incorporating the user’s posts to the
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FIGURE 1. Simplified architecture diagram of the real-time focused user crawler for Reddit.

evaluation’s data structure (line 31) can be considered
negligible.

• Evaluation: This procedure essentially consists of pass-
ing users through the classificationmodel. The construc-
tion of the classifier from (external) training data is not
part of the crawling process (the crawling process simply
reads the trained classifier and the text vectorizer from
disk). The text vectorizer processes the user’s posts and
produces a numerical representation that is then passed
to the classifier. We work with a lightweight classifier
(Logistic regression, see section IV-F) whose prediction
cost grows linearly with the number of features. The
number of features depends on the number of unique
words in the training corpus and it is often larger than the
number of words in the user’s posts. As a consequence,
the time complexity essentially depends on the number
of users and the number of classification features: O(u ·
ft), where u is the number of users and ft is the number
of classification features, which is bounded the size of
the vocabulary of the training collection. Again, with
proper storage structures, the cost of extracting the first
user (line 35) and incorporating the user to the positive
or negative lists (lines 38-40) is insignificant.
In terms of space complexity, the size of subreddit fron-
tier is bounded by the number of available subreddits
(less than 200k) and, in any case, we only need to store a
string for each subreddit (the name). The users’ features
and posts demand more space but the crawling process,
if needed, can remove the features and posts of the users
who have been already passed to the classifier.
Note also that community exploration, user extrac-
tion and evaluation run in parallel (lines 11-14) and,

furthermore, the operation of each of these three pro-
cedures can be easily parallelized. As argued in the next
section, depending on the load of each procedure, we can
add more computational resources (e.g., to do parallel
extraction of multiple users).

III. REAL-TIME CRAWLING ARCHITECTURE
The focused user crawler is composed of multiple microser-
vices, designed to facilitate the scalability of the system
when running on a cluster of computers. Modules are inter-
connected to form an execution graph built on Catenae
[10]–[12], a Python library for easy development of scalable
stream execution graphs. Catenae uses the Kafka message
broker to interconnect differentmicroservices. Catenae-based
systems can scale up horizontally by increasing the number of
instances of any microservice without further configuration.

Our architecture permits the deployment of this focused
crawler in infrastructures where dynamic resources can be
configured, such as computing clouds (e.g., Amazon Web
Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, Alibaba
Cloud). In addition, when few hardware resources are avail-
able, the crawler can scale up or down without interrupting
its execution. Due to this distributed architecture, the focused
user crawler can be simply scaled by augmenting the number
of instances (e.g., if there is a bottleneck in one of the mod-
ules). The main modules and connections of the system are
shown in Figure 1. The modules of the focused user crawler
for Reddit are explained below:
• Subreddit Explorer. At this stage, subreddits are
requested to the Subreddit Chooser through RPC
(Remote Procedure Call). When a subreddit is assigned,
this module explores it by extracting the last posts and
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comments. For each submission, it extracts the available
features and sends them to a User Updater instance
(for example, if the crawler prioritises users based on
the number of votes of the user submissions, then any
new update on the user’s votes is handled by the User
Updater). When initialising the system, the Subreddit
Explorer module extracts the subreddits of the texts
available under /all, a pseudo-community that holds
together the posts from all communities. Note that, at the
beginning of the process, there is no knowledge on
which subreddits are more promising (potentially con-
tain more on-topic users) and, thus, we need to start from
a general page of the platform.

• Subreddit Chooser. This module is responsible for
selecting a new subreddit to be sent to the subreddit
explorers. In this work, we experiment with a random
selection of subreddits but the platform can easily imple-
ment more sophisticated selection methods.

• User Updater. The User Updater is responsible for
updating the user features that guide the focused crawl-
ing process. For example, it averages, for every user, the
number of comments in his/her posts. A full description
of user features and related requirements to the User
Updater module are given in Section IV.

• User Extractor. The User Extractor instances request
users to the User Chooser module and extract the max-
imum possible number of user texts.3 The extracted
content is sent to the User Classifier, which evaluates
the performance. Additionally, the subreddits discov-
ered during this process are sent to the Subreddit Storer.

• UserChooser. Thismodule handles the selection of new
users to be processed (according to the user prioritisation
process that guides the focused crawler). User extractors
invoke the User Chooser module through RPC once they
finish the extraction of a user. Since the new users are
requested only when needed, the user selection is coher-
ent with the updated ranking state in every moment.
The User Chooser assigns a unique user for each user
extractor. It also marks the selected users as processed
in order to avoid repeated processing.

• User Classifier. The main goal of this module is to
evaluate the performance of the focused user crawler.
It receives all the available texts for every extracted user,
classifies the user and stores the probability provided by
the user classifier.

• Subreddit Storer. In this phase, the previously unseen
subreddit names are stored in the database. It receives
new subreddits from a Subreddit Explorer instance
during the initialisation and from the User Extractor
instances.

• Stats Dumper. This module is connected to all the other
modules and stores events with information related to
the real-time execution. Every event is timestamped,

3In our experiments, we respect Reddit’s robots.txt and, thus, each
request gets a maximum of two hundred texts (posts and comments).

so the behaviour of the system in several dimensions
can be easily analysed during or after the execution. This
module is not represented in Figure 1 due to its number
of interconnections.

• Model Trainer. This module is responsible for training
the user classifier. In our initial experiments, the user
classifier is built once (from external data) and remains
unchanged thereafter.

• Batch Updater. This module is needed for one of the
advanced prioritisation methods detailed in Section V.
It updates user-related data after learning new user clas-
sification models.

MongoDB [18] is used as a storage system and for manag-
ing the rankings. Aerospike [19], a memory-based key-value
store, is used to avoid processing repeated posts during the
crawling process.

IV. BASIC PRIORITISATION METHODS
In our attempt to early identify target users during crawling,
we have defined several methods to guide the FUE process.
Standard focused crawlers employ a number of strategies
when, for example, they get a new link and they need to
predict whether it is worth to download the linked web page.
In FUE, the available evidence is different and, thus, we need
to design new strategies for prioritising the users that are
found. These methods work with a number of features that
are available when browsing the SM website. The methods
considered are:

A. RANDOM
A random (RND) selection of the next user. This is a näive
baseline used for comparison against more sophisticated
methods.

B. AVERAGE SCORE OF USER’S TEXTS
In SM platforms, users’ interactions are often scored, voted or
liked. The popularity of user’s posts and comments might be
a valuable clue to guide FUE. For example, a focused user
extraction process might be interested in early identifying
those users emitting highly influential contents. In Reddit, the
score of a post reflects the utility and quality of the content
within its context (the subreddit). The interaction of the users
determines the total score of a post (users can add, upvote,
or subtract, downvote, a point to each post or comment). The
score of a Reddit’s post or comment is calculated by summing
the positive and negative votes. Depending on the focus of the
crawler, this feature might be indicative of target users (e.g.,
a focused extraction of offensive users might benefit from
the existence of many negative votes). During the crawling
process, this average score is accumulated for each user. Note
that this is computed from the user texts seen so far (web
pages downloaded) and, thus, it is usually an incomplete view
of the overall score for this user.

Let U be the set of candidate users and Su =

{Sut1 , Sut2 , . . .} be the set of scores for each observed text of a
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given user u. Let Su be the average score of the known texts of
a given user. We propose two different ways to determine the
chosen user (cuser ). These two variants select the next user
based on the highest or lowest average score, respectively.
The first approach builds (and constantly updates) a ranking
of users by decreasing average score and extracts the top user.
This will be referred to as Highest Average Score (HAS).
Similarly, the Lowest Average Score (LAS) builds a ranking
of users by increasing average score.

cuser = argmax
u∈U

Su (1)

cuser = argmin
u∈U

Su (2)

C. AVERAGE NUMBER OF COMMENTS IN USER’S TEXTS
This feature also weights users based on the impact of their
texts. In this case, we employ the average number of com-
ments associated to the posts of a given user. Users with
long threads of comments to their posts might be particularly
relevant for a given FUE process. Let Cu be the number of
comments for each observed text of a given user u. Let Cu
be the average number of comments of the known texts of a
given user u.

Again, we define two approaches that build descending and
ascending rankings with the average number of comments
of every user: Highest Average Comments (HAC) and Low-
est Average Comments (LAC), respectively. The ranking is
updated every time new data is available. When the system
needs to extract a new user, the top user of the ranking is
selected.

cuser = argmax
u∈U

Cu (3)

cuser = argmin
u∈U

Cu (4)

D. TIME-BASED USER SELECTION
The post time of user’s texts might also be useful for dis-
covering target users. For example, a FUE process aiming
at extracting users showing signs of psychological prob-
lems (e.g., depression) could benefit from time-related trends
(e.g., users might make more submissions during the night
because sleeping problems is one of the symptoms of depres-
sion). To encode this feature, we extract the hour when each
observed text was posted, we average these hours for each
user and we compute how close the average is to four selected
times (0h, 6h, 12h and 18h). Let T = {0, 6, 12, 18} be the
set of selected hours. Let Hu be the set of hours for the seen
texts of a given user u. Let Hu be the average hour when the
seen texts of a given user were posted. We have defined four
time-related prioritisation methods: Near 00:00 UTC±00:00
(N00) gives more weight to users that post near midnight,
Near 06:00 UTC±00:00 (N06) gives more weight to users
that post near 6 in the morning, and so on.

cuser = argmin
u∈U

min(|t − Hu|, 24− |t − Hu|), where t ∈ T

(5)

E. CLASSIFIER-BASED PRIORITISATION
A focused crawler is often guided by a driving query or clas-
sifier. Given the text observed from each user, a natural way
to guide the FUE process is either to compute the matching
between the driving query and the user’s text or to pass the
user’s text to the classifier that guides FUE. At any point,
the user’s texts available to the crawler are a subset of the
user’s history of posts but, still, this partial representation
of the user might be highly valuable to early identify target
users. For example, the first time that the crawler sees a user,
it probably reads a single comment or post from the user. This
resembles when a focused crawling of web pages sees the first
reference (link) to a new web page. In such a case, a single
anchor text and the associated URL are the only pieces of
evidence available but the focused crawler can still estimate
topicality with respect to the target profile. In FUE, we can
maintain (and constantly augment) a textual representation
of each user. This consists of the concatenation of the titles
and comments’ bodies of the posts observed for each user.
Let D be the set of incremental user’s representations. Given
D, we can pass it to the classifier and obtain a probability
estimation of the user being on-target, Pu(D).
We define two approaches to select target users: Highest

Classification Probability (HCP) builds a ranking of users
by decreasing probability, whereas Lowest Classification
Probability (LCP) builds a ranking of users by increasing
probability. LCP is supposed to perform poorly since this
prioritisation makes little sense. However, LCP serves as a
safe check in our empirical study.

cuser = argmax
u∈U

Pu(D) (6)

cuser = argmin
u∈U

Pu(D) (7)

Table 1 summarises all prioritisation methods described
above.

F. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to make fair comparisons among the proposed meth-
ods, we have designed an experimental framework where all
crawling variants run in parallel. In this way, we can fairly
evaluate their relative merits on identifying target users and
we avoid undesirable biases from seasonal effects that might
affect the comparison.

The server where all the experiments in the paper were
conducted has the following characteristics:
• CPU: 2 x Intel R©Xeon R© CPU E5-2630 v4@ 2.20 GHz
- 20 cores (40 threads)

• Memory: 12 x Hynix 32 GiB DIMM DDR4 @ 2400
MHz (384 GiB)

• Disk: Toshiba MD04ACA400 4 TB @ 7,200 RPM,
64 MB cache

• Internet bandwidth:∼400/200Mbps (download/upload)
The first experiment lasted seven days. During this period,

the total number of unique extracted users was higher
than 110, 000 (655 per hour) for each prioritisation method
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TABLE 1. Basic prioritisation methods.

FIGURE 2. Number of extracted users by each focused user crawling method.

(see Figure 2). Note that the extraction performance can be
highly scaled, while maintaining the politeness of the crawler,
by mainly launching more instances of the User Extractor
module, which is the main bottleneck.

The crawling variants HAC and HAS are slower at extract-
ing users. This is due to the way in which users are prioritised.
These two variants extract users that have a high number of
comments or points. These users tend to be highly active on
the platform and, thus, when the crawler extracts them, the
retrieval of all their submissions is costly.

Let us now evaluate the ability of these prioritisation strate-
gies in identifying target users. Tomeet this aim, we use a user
classifier built from external training data. More specifically,
we built a binary classifier from a sample of Reddit users
that predicts if a given user is likely to have signs of depres-
sion. We worked with a collection on depression and natural
language use [20]. The classifier is a Logistic Regression
model with L1 regularisation implemented in Python with
scikit-learn. It was built with a training set of 486 users (83
positives, 403 negatives) where users were represented with
a single document consisting of the concatenation of all their
writings. In order to decide if a user is on-target, we estab-
lished a threshold equal to 0.9 since previous experiments
demonstrated that this setting leads to high precision [20].

Figures 3 and 4 plot the harvest ratio of different prioritisa-
tion strategies and, thus, it helps to compare the relativemerits
of the proposed metrics in early identifying the target users.
To facilitate readability, the methods have been separated into

two independent plots but the random strategy is shown in
both graphs. The highest harvest ratio is achieved by HCP:
2.8 times better than the second best (N06) and 4.9 times
better than RND during the first day. On the last day these
numbers decay to 1.4 and 1.8, respectively.

After the first day, four of the proposals behave better than
random. This number increases to five after the third day.
At this point, many strategies behave similarly since most of
them have already explored a high number of users. The most
promising strategies are HCP, N06, HAC and N00 since they
perform considerably better than random. On the other hand,
HAS, N12, N18, LAC, LAS and LCP can be discarded.

Observe that HCP effectively exploits the little pieces of
textual evidence available. These small extracts seem to be
indicative of user relevance. Note also that none of the other
good performers employ the texts written by users to priori-
tise them.

V. ADVANCED PRIORITISATION METHODS
Given the results discussed above, we designed three new
FUE methods. The first is based on re-training the classifier
that guides the HCP crawler (from new tagged users obtained
with pseudo-training data). A second method performs a
fusion of two user rankings (HCP andHAC). Finally, the third
method combines HCP, N06 and HAC in a hierarchical way.
This section presents these new methods and discusses the
associated changes in the FUE architecture.
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FIGURE 3. Harvest ratio of some focused user crawling methods.

FIGURE 4. Harvest ratio of some (discarded) focused user crawling methods.

HCP With Pseudo-Training: With HCP, the crawling sys-
tem makes two types of user classifications. The evaluation
classifier (see Section II) is the core evaluation tool of the
FUE process and assesses whether or not user extraction
was effective. The prediction classifier categorises the users
based on the partial information available (e.g., last post in
a recently crawled page), yielding a confidence score that is
used for user prioritisation. With the standard HCP method
discussed above, these two classifiers are the same and their
classification model is built once (from the training set) and
never changes thereafter. However, the classification model
of the predictive classifier could be updated as we extract
and process users. More specifically, those users that are
chosen, fully explored, and classified by the evaluation clas-
sifier can be incorporated as pseudo-training examples. The

main idea of HCP with pseudo-training consists of updating
the prediction classifier based on augmenting the training
examples with new examples and their pseudo-labels. Every
five minutes, a new prediction classifier is built from the
original training set plus the new pseudo-examples available.
We experimented with three variants.With HCP-0.9-0.1 only
those users classified with a probability higher than 0.9 or
lower than 0.1 are incorporated (as positive or negative,
respectively).4 With HCP-0.5-0.5 we employ the standard
threshold of the classifier (0.5) and, thus, any user classi-
fied above or below the threshold is incorporated into the
training set as positive or negative, respectively. We also

4Note that wework with Logistic Regression classifiers and, thus, we have
access to probabilities associated to the estimations.
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TABLE 2. Advanced prioritisation methods.

Algorithm 2 Focused User Crawler. Batch Procedures
1: procedure Batch Training
2: while true do
3: classification_model.train(positive_users, negative_users)
4: Batch Updater()
5: sleep(SLEEP_TIME)
6:

7: procedure Batch Updater
8: for each user in users_ranking.get_users() do
9: user .update_proba()

experimented with HCP-0.9, which only incorporates
pseudo-positive examples (those with a probability higher
than 0.9). Our hypothesis is that this injection of pseudo-
training data might improve the chances of identifying target
users.
HCP-N06-HAC: This strategy combines the three

best-performing methods in a hierarchical way. First, the
users with the highest HCP score are selected. Since there are
usually ties, these are resolved by selecting those users with
the highest N06 score. If we still have ties on N06 scores, then
the HAC score is used to resolve them. In the unlikely event
of ties in all scores, the user is chosen at random.
Fusion: (FSN). This prioritisation proposal merges the

rankings of HCP and HAC by averaging the positions of the
users in these two rankings. This fusion approach continu-
ously analyses and merges the top 100 users of the two base
rankings.

Table 2 briefly sketches the advanced prioritisation meth-
ods described above.

A. EXTENSION OF THE ARCHITECTURE
HCP with pseudo-training needs to update the prediction
classifier. To meet this aim, two additional tasks are needed:
Model Trainer and Batch Updater. The first builds a new
classifier based on the original training data plus new pseudo-
examples. Once a new classification model is built, the sec-
ond task makes an update on all users (the classifier has
changed and, thus, the predictions on the available user’s texts
need to be changed):

• Model Trainer. It receives the classification result from
User Classifier and decides if the user will be added
to the training dataset (based on the confidence score).
Every five minutes, the classification model will be
trained (but only if new examples were added). The
new model is spread to the instances that update the
user rankings. When a new model is trained, the User
Updater instances are invoked through RPC so that they
can update the model.

• Batch Updater. According to the HCP method, the
ranks of the users are updated following the newly
trained model.

These tasks run in parallel completing the system architec-
ture shown in Figure 1. The Batch Updater is only activated
when a new model is available. These new procedures are
sketched in Algorithm 2.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In a second experiment, the new proposals and the best
performers of the first experiment were run for four days.
In Figure 5, we plot the cumulative number of extracted
users for each method. The extraction capacity of the fusion
proposal is significantly lower than the capacity of the other
ones. This outcome is due to the heavy and repetitive task of
merging rankings. The existing bottlenecks could be easily
avoided by incorporating more instances of the User Chooser
module, but extraction performance was not the main goal of
these experiments.

In Figure 6, we can observe that the most solid choice
is the fusion method (FSN). FSN is outperformed by
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FIGURE 5. Second experiment. Number of extracted users by each focused user crawling method.

FIGURE 6. Ratio of users classified as positive over the total for the heuristic proposals of the second
experiment with a threshold of 0.9.

HCP-N06-HAC during the first day of the experiment but,
after that, FSN becomes the most valuable source of relevant
users. At the end of the experiment, FSN yielded an overall
harvest ratio that is 20.7% better than the ratio achieved by
HCP-N06-HAC and 12.9% better than the ratio achieved by
HCP. The harvest ratio of HCP was 6.9% better than HCP-
N06-HAC. These results suggest that if we need a sustained
rate of extraction of on-topic users then FSN, which merges
HCP and HAC, should be our method of choice. However,
if the crawler is employed for quickly extracting a sample
of relevant users, then HCP-N06-HAC should be preferred.
During the first day, the HCP-N06-HAC method performs
12.7% better than FSN, which behaves comparably to HCP
for the first 24 hours. This second experiment also revealed
that pseudo-training was ineffective at improving the harvest
ratio of theHCP crawler. None of the pseudo-training variants
performed better than the standard HCP, which never updates
the prediction classifier.

Table 3 helps to further analyse the HCP-N06-HAC
method. In many cases, this method extracts the same users as
HCP. However, as shown in the table, the number of ties in the

TABLE 3. Number of ties in the HCP and N06 scores for the HCP-N06-HAC
method. The table also reports the total number of ties and the ratio of
ties with respect to the number of users.

HCP scores is not negligible. HCP breaks these ties randomly,
while HCP-N06-HAC resorts to the second level user score
(N06) and, if required, to the third level user score (HAC).
Such a smart tie-breaking approach was productive in early
identifying target users. HCP-N06-HAC outperformed all the
other methods during the first day of the experiment. After
the first 24 hours, this crawling approach descended from a
harvest ratio of 0.18 to levels around 0.07.

Figure 7 plots the number of on-target users detected by
each FUE method. There are no major differences among
the methods tested, but the graphs reveal the main tempo-
ral trends of extraction of relevant users. The detection of
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FIGURE 7. Number of new on-target users detected by each crawling method.

on-target users peaks during the first day. Initially, all target
users are unexplored and the FUE methods can work with a
large sample of potentially relevant users. The initial peaks
suggest that the strategies are effective at quickly guiding
their exploration to relevant users. After day 1, the curves
become flattered and new on-target users are detected in peri-
odic waves (e.g., because new evidence is found about pre-
viously existing users or because some users become active
and, thus, their usernames are revealed to the crawler). The
peaks are associated to new interactions by on-target users.
In SM, user interactions tend to be clustered around certain
time points and communities (e.g., new discussion threads
become highly active). Note also that, after Day 3, the peaks
become lower. This suggests that most relevant communities
of users have been explored and the pattern of identification
of new on-target users is smoother.

In summary, HCP-N06-HAC and FSNwere themost effec-
tive user crawling methods. HCP-N06-HAC shows a solid
behaviour during the first day, when the number of new
(previously unknown) users is large and, potentially, there are
many ties. As the hours pass and the number of new users
stabilises, a more sophisticated method, FSN, which merges
the HCP and HAC ranks of the users, is required.

VI. DISCUSSION
In focused user crawling, it is crucial to speed up the process
of extracting on-target users. For example, in early risk
applications (e.g., detecting criminal recruiters or identifying
individuals showing signs of psychological disorders), it is
important to maximise the number of users processed per unit
of time and quickly focus the analysis on users who are poten-
tially relevant. In this way, effective and efficient crawlers can
support multiple user screening tasks and facilitate preventive
measures.

Depending on the application domain, such screening
actions and the associated interventions need to be designed
with full consideration of proper ethical guidelines. For
example, as Neuman [21] suggests, screening of signs of
depression on Social Media could be employed by health
agencies to economically screen massive samples of the pop-
ulation, before more accurate, albeit more expensive, steps

can be taken. Given the subject’s permission, a screening sys-
tem, powered by user crawlers such as those developed here,
may extract signs of depression in SM texts and, if concerning
symptoms are detected, the system may inform the subject
and offer the opportunity to complete an online questionnaire
(or the subject might be advised to consult a medical expert).
In any case, the development of solid focused user crawling
solutions can impact a number of areas including cybercrime
detection, expert search, and health, just to name a few. With
these new technologies, the work of experts, authorities and
other stakeholders can be eased through the effective and
rapid filtering and prioritisation of users who likely match a
given pattern of interest.

Our proposal focused on Reddit as the reference source for
experimentation but the lessons learned here are potentially
applicable to other SM platforms. This is due to the mod-
ularity of our crawling architecture and the commonalities
among SM sources. For example, it would be relatively easy
to transfer this research to other social networks in which
text-based posts are common and openly accessible.

User features, such as the time of posting or the prob-
ability assigned by the classifier, can be applied on most
SM platforms. Furthermore, microblogging platforms, such
as Twitter or Mastodon, would give us the opportunity of
exploiting additional features such as certain hashtags, words
or geotags (instead of subreddits). Additionally, we could
design new prioritisation methods from variables such as the
number of likes/favourites, the number of retweets/boosts of a
tweet/toot or the number of replies. New crawlers oriented to
these platforms can be easily implemented in our architecture
and the crawling system can be connected to API services of
SM, where available.

Note also that the most effective prioritisation method is
a text-based approach that predicts user’s relevance based on
the user’s available interactions. This type of textual evidence
exists in nearly all SM platforms and, thus, there is potential
to apply our results to many other SM sources.

VII. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to several lines of research, which
include real-time crawling, focused web crawling, and user
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TABLE 4. Related papers organised by topic and main attributes.

extraction. The following subsections summarise the work
that has been done in these areas and emphasise the differ-
ences with our approach. Table 4 provides a global view of
related papers and their main attributes.

A. REAL-TIME CRAWLING OF SOCIAL MEDIA
There are several studies in the literature that propose
crawlers to support real-time extraction and analysis of SM
data. For example, in [22], the authors present a system
that monitors real-time events on Twitter using an adaptive
crawler. This crawler was guided by periodically updated
keywords, which were tagged as relevant for a given event.
In [23], a monitoring system to detect drug abuse risk

behaviours from SM was described. This system worked in
near real-time. In [24], the authors optimised a social network
crawler based on the posting frequency of their users. In this
way, the crawling process could crawl most of the newly
produced content with limited resources (and taking into
account the access restrictions of the SM source). In [25],
a user-guided Social Media crawling method was proposed.
The goal was not to crawl the entire SM platform (or extract
the full set of users) but instead to obtain a sample of posts or
submissions that are statistically representative of the entire
dataset. The approach is based on utilising user-based evi-
dence to decide in which order the SM contents should be
collected. In [26], several methods are described to build
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an unbiased sample of social media content to characterise
the vast amount of the existing content given the networks’
large-scale nature and query imposed limitations. Zhou and
colleagues [27] were instead interested in measuring SM
bias and proposed a hybrid sampling strategy that considers
network information.

Wang and Nasraouni [28] proposed a Twitter crawling
approach where they can dynamically detect and monitor
new hashtags related to an initial set of keywords during a
live event. In [29], the authors analysed SM user profiles for
guiding the crawling of posts. This methodology speeds up
the crawling process of relevant posts but requires analysing
the profile of each newly detected user in a FIFO fashion.

Some teams focused on how to extract specific media
from SM platforms. For example, Leung and colleagues [30]
proposed an adapted search engine architecture aimed at
indexing multimedia resources (e.g., images or videos). The
estimation of relevance relies on user’s ratings as evaluated
by a community of users. By incorporating this form of user
feedback, this approach allows to gradually discover and
index certain properties of media resources.

B. FOCUSED WEB CRAWLING
Focused Web Crawling techniques aim to extract web pages
that satisfy a given pattern, and therefore, are related to the
FUE task introduced in this paper. In [31], Kan analysed the
performance of web page categorisation using exclusively
the URL of the web page in order to determine the rele-
vance of its content. In [32], Meusel and colleagues predicted
data-rich web content based on the context of the page and
other metadata available from previously extracted pages.
Their approach was a combination of online learning and a
bandit-based selection process. In [33], a framework to fairly
evaluate focused crawlers was proposed. Such a framework
was employed to further design new evolutionary crawlers
that combine exploration and exploitation. These are exam-
ples of studies that effectively crawl on-topic contents guided
by predictive features. Our paper represents an attempt to
build similar effective and efficient solutions for extracting
Social Media users that are relevant to a given profile of
interest.

There are several studies where Social Media is used to
improve the performance of a focused crawler. However, the
vast majority of them do not focus on retrieving relevant
users but, instead, focus on extracting relevant Web pages or
documents. In [34], the authors proposed a focused crawling
approach that analyses the interlink between the Web and
SM content in order to guide the crawler towards fresh and
relevant content.

For a more general discussion of web crawling, categories
of crawling and their main challenges the reader can refer to
the survey by Kumar and colleagues [4].

C. USER OR COMMUNITY EXTRACTION/CRAWLING
A few studies in the literature explored user extraction tasks
that are similar to ours. In [35], Gisselbrecht and colleagues

implemented a multi-armed bandit approach that guides a
real-time capture towards users that aremost likely to produce
data on a given topic. Our approach is based on the study of a
set of prioritisation methods that lead to quick identification
of target users, while Gisselbrecht’s approach needs to listen
to the users in real-time (for a given period of time) in
order to assign a reward. Another important difference is that
Gisselbrecht and colleagues strictly analysed real-time data
while we performed a historical analysis of every selected
user in order to assess user relevance.

Focusing on the detection of hate-promoting users and
discovering their communities, Agarwal and Sureka [36]
implemented a focused user crawler for Tumblr. First, a num-
ber of texts are analysed to determine if they are relevant.
If so, metadata from those posts are collected, feeding up a
social graph. This graph is used to guide the crawling process
through stochastic exploration. Their approach makes further
analysis of the information available and, in this way, extrem-
ist communities can be undercovered. This study represents
a case of focused user crawling where the focus is extremism
and the method only analyses users related to those who
have been already classified as extremists. Their goal is to
undercover hidden extremist communities and they do not
perform an ordered extraction or prioritisation of the most
relevant users. Furthermore, their approach is computation-
ally expensive because a substantial amount of user texts are
needed to guide the crawler.

Some teams proposed other user-oriented tasks, such as
ranking user influence or user behaviour prediction that are
intrinsically different from the FUE task explored in our
paper. For example, Tang and Yang [37] were interested in
measuring a user’s influence on other users in online health-
care forums and, to that end, user influence was estimated
from users’ reply relationships, conversation content and
response immediacy. Li and colleagues [38] designed a neural
approach to predict user behaviour (e.g., social link behaviour
or consumption behaviour).

Hsu and colleagues [39] proposed a network-based algo-
rithm that supports crawling community-aware data. Their
approach is not oriented to support a massive analysis of
Social Media users but, instead, it focuses on how to obtain
valuable community information for research purposes. The
proposed solution identifies socially tight communities by
optimising user willingness, which estimates what users are
willing to contribute their data. Related to this, Zhuang et
al [40] presented a low-rank matrix recovery technique-
oriented to discovering communities from SM.

Rather than identifying users or communities, some
researchers aimed at extracting certain types of behaviour.
For example, Lee and colleagues [41] proposed a campaign
extraction method. Their approach, which is content-based
and graph-based, identifies and extracts campaigns (e.g.,
coordinated spamming, promotional campaigns or political
‘‘astro-turfing’’) in large-scale social media.

FUE techniques could be applied to support health-related
applications, such as detection of users with signs of the onset
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of mental illnesses (e.g., depression, anorexia or dementia).
As a matter of fact, depression and behavioural disorders,
such as irritability, can constitute part of the symptomatology
of neuro-degenerative mental diseases such as Alzheimer,
Huntington or Creutzfeldt-Jakob. FUE can also assist in
analysing users massively, searching for threats related to
online harassment or terrorist radicalisation. Our FUE crawl-
ing methods can, in general, be employed to detect users
showing any behavioural pattern identifiable by their public
activity on SM. There are numerous works of SM analytics
that target risks such as mental illnesses [42], [43], radical-
isation [44] or harassment [45]. However, these studies are
oriented to classification or predictive aspects and they are
not concernedwith how to efficiently extract target users from
massive streams of user data.

D. FINAL REMARKS
Table 4 presents a structured view of the studies described
above. Our paper represents a distinctive contribution where
the latest (unseen) user posts are analysed, and the corre-
sponding authors are ranked according to several proposed
prioritisation methods. New users are analysed from little
context and, thus, this represents a lightweight crawling
method that rapidly explores communities in the quest of
relevant users. Our experimentation, performed on Reddit,
demonstrates that the exploration is efficient and effective.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have approached (and formally defined) the
task of Focused User Extraction (FUE), which has received
little attention in the literature. In FUE, the main goal is to
extract as many relevant users as possible, being guided by
a minimal context (i.e., only using the information available
at the pages where the usernames are initially observed).
As argued above, most previous studies on extracting SM
users were not explicitly concerned about efficiency and
about how to quickly harvest the most relevant users.

As a case study, we have implemented a focused crawler
oriented to an early risk task. We proposed a set of user
prioritisation methods that proved to work well with limited
user contexts. In a first experiment, we have determined that
HCP is a robust FUEmethod that only requires the last textual
interactions written by the users. In a second experiment,
we have found that two variants of the basic FUE methods
can further improve the harvest ratios. We have also shown
that our FUE methods perform satisfactorily with huge vol-
umes of users and interactions. In terms of harvest ratios, the
crawlers initially detect many on-target users and, next, the
harvest ratios tend to decay. This is a natural consequence of
the fact that all users are initially unexplored and, thus, at the
beginning of the process, the chances of extracting relevant
users are higher. Our experiments also revealed that, as the
crawlers proceed, smarter methods, which combine multiple
signs, are required to further mine on-target users.

Despite the simplicity of the methods tested, their har-
vest ratios are high. In the future, we plan to study more

sophisticated and formal ways to prioritise users. The meth-
ods proposed here can also serve as an input to bootstrap
other future focused user crawlers. We have used Reddit to
perform our experiments but our contributions are potentially
applicable to other SM platforms.
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